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WE ARE A MULTI-SECTOR PARTNERSHIP INCUBATOR TO TACKLE POVERTY ISSUES IN ASIA PACIFIC
We tackle effects of poverty by enabling multi-sector partnerships to create solutions which multiply resources, break poverty cycles and benefit families, communities and societies.
CORE VALUES

COMBINATORIAL INNOVATION
It is putting tried and tested ideas together in new ways

CO-CREATION AND SHARED VALUE
Success is co-created, market-driven solutions for changed lives

SAFE SPACE
To spark fresh ideas and build new relationships

EXCITEMENT AND ENERGY
870+ individuals and organizations engaged
SECTOR FOCUS

Water supply
Sanitation
Environmental hygiene
Hygiene behavior change
We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them.

-Albert Einstein
A COMBINATORIAL APPROACH
SOURCING EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS - SKILLS PHILANTHROPY

• Skills philanthropy project to solve problem of coastal household hanging toilets

• WorleyParsons provides skilled engineers

• Supports future sanitation initiatives
Hanuabada, Papua New Guinea
“CO-CURATE” — INTEGRATED ONLINE PLATFORM

Problem Statements Definition → Ideas Generation → Call For Volunteers → Crowd-funding → Implementation & Monitoring

(Talent) → (Time) → (Treasure)

World Vision CANADA

World Vision PHILIPPINES

Consolidated Online Platform
MULTI-SECTOR PUBLIC RESTROOM AUDIT

- Data collection agents from local community will document a minimum of 8 toilets / day for 40 days.
- GPS, time stamp and 5-6 cleanliness evaluation questions.

Microsoft
World Vision
PHILIPPINES
World Vision
INDIA
NextBillion
Wahana Visi
INDONESIA
Data will be consolidated on a dashboard and presented to local government for social action.

Local WV and MS offices can continue to explore other synergistic opportunities with the local government.
WHY GET COMBINATORIAL?
AND HOW CAN IT CHANGE LIVES?
WHY PARTNER?

Complementary resources

Innovation and problem solving

Quality, legitimacy and sustainability
WHY GET COMBINATORIAL?

Leverage inclusivity & diversity

INNOVATION IS NOT ABOUT SOLO GENIUS. IT'S ABOUT COLLECTIVE GENIUS.
Linda Hill

The power of generative resources: $1 + 1 = 11$

Cathedral effect

No one has ever become poor by giving
Anne Frank
THANK YOU